There has been long and wide-ranging debate in the social science literature about how best to conceptualise and to measure segregation. A popular measure is the dissimilarity index, usually attributed to Duncan and Duncan who were aware of its geographical limitationsthat it, like most indices, is invariant to the precise spatial patterning of the segregation measured. Whilst one response to this shortcoming has been to develop a spatial adjustment, a number of papers from the 1980s and 1990s took the approach of treating the measurement as a (spatial) optimisation problem. This paper revisits that optimisation literature, arguing that what was computationally prohibitive in the past is now possible in the open-source software, R, and emblematic of the sorts of problem that might be more routinely solved in a cyberinfrastructure tailored to geographical analysis. Applying this method to UK Census data for London, and comparing the optimisation measure with the standard and adjusted dissimilarity indices, claims of ethnic desegregation are considered.
Introduction
Segregation is the separation of one or more groups of people that have, or are given, characteristics that they or others imbue with particular meaning (for instance, race, religion, gender, wealth, age, social class) (Harris 2014b) . How to measure segregation has been of enduring interest in sociology, and in urban and social geography. Morrill (1991, p. 25) writes that 'segregation is one of the most fundamental of human processes, and therefore its consistent and appropriate measurement is also important'. Whilst educational research has looked at differences between schoolswhether they are 'growing apart' and whether there is greater segregation between schools than between neighbourhoods (Gorard et al. 2003 , Johnston et al. 2006 , 2008 most studies of segregation rely on residential census data. Consequently, their focus has been on the degree to which different ethnic or social groups live in different places to one another.
The word segregation is associated with prejudice, discrimination and racism, especially in an ethnocultural context. Without wishing to dismiss this meaning, nor to deny that such segregation has both historical and present-day occurrence (Nightingale 2012) , such a strongly negative meaning is not intended here, nor in many of the other papers in which it is employed. The term is instead used as a synonym for the spatial separation of groups, without any a priori presumption about whether that separation is involuntary, caused by differential access to resources, social capital and to the housing and labour
Measuring segregation
Evidence of segregation usually is treated as a form of social malaise, as the consequence of an unequal or divided society, and as having the potential to create distrust, a lack of mutual empathy and also misunderstanding between different social or ethnocultural groups. Given its social and policy relevance, and its ability to generate emotionally charged debate, how best to measure segregation has been questioned and reviewed regularly within the academic literature. Morrill (1991, p. 25) writes, 'segregation is such a basic variable in social science that it deserves our best thinking and periodic rethinking'.
A multitude of indices have been proposed to measure segregation, as have alternative methods including concentration profiles (see Section 3) and classifications of neighbourhood type (Poulsen et al. 2001 , Johnston et al. 2002 . A number of commentaries offer extensive reviews of these approaches, as well as their strengths and weaknesses (see, inter alia, Duncan and Duncan 1955a , Massey and Denton 1988 , Morrill 1991 , Gorard et al. 2003 , Allen and Vignoles 2007 , Peach 2009 , Johnston and Jones 2010 , Harris et al. 2013 , Watts 2013 . Here it is sufficient to note that most indices fall into one of two groups: those that have a probabilistic interpretation (e.g. the probability that a person selected at random from any neighbourhood will be of the same ethnicity as another person selected at random from the same neighbourhood: the isolation index, Shevky and Williams 1949, Bell 1954) ; and those that compare the distributions of two population groups across a study region, measuring the differences and constructing an average. Among the latter group and among all indices in general, the dissimilarity index is the most widely used. Gorard et al. (2003) talk of a 'Pax Duncana' crowning the dissimilarity index as the premier of all measures, although Duncan and Duncan (1955b) were actually more circumspect in their choice. The index is calculated as
where x i is the number of people belonging to minority group X in neighbourhood i, y i is the number belonging to a comparator group Y, N X is the total count of group X across all neighbourhoods in the study region and N Y is the same for group Y. The index can be interpreted as the proportion of group X that would have to change location for the share of the group in each neighbourhood to be the same as the share of group Y. This interpretation assumes the second group does not move. The dissimilarity index ranges from zero (when the share of population group X is equal to the share of group Y in every location) to one (when X and Y never occupy the same places). Sometimes the dissimilarity index is distinguished from a second segregation index calculated as
where n i is the total population in neighbourhood i, and N T is the total population across all neighbourhoods. Equation (2) has the same form as Equation (1). The difference is in how the comparator group is defined. Equation (1) is used to compare the distribution of one population group (X) with one other (Y). Equation (2) is used to compare the one population group (X) with all others combined. However, Equation (2) simplifies to Equation (1) if we define y i ¼ n i À x i "i and N Y ¼ N T À N X (i.e. if Y represents all the population groups except X).
Another variant of the dissimilarity index is the index favoured by Gorard in his studies of social segregation within schools (Gorard et al. 2003) . This compares the distribution of group, X, with the distribution of the entire population including X:
This index is directly correlated with the dissimilarity index (Allen and Vignoles 2007 , Gorard 2009 , Watts 2013 ). However, it has been criticised for what is described as double counting (since the amount x i also contributes to n i : Johnston and Jones 2010 , Gorard 2011 . This index will not be considered further, although G could be substituted for D in all that follows.
Other commentators have made the distinction between spatial and non-spatial indices of segregation (including White 1983 , Morrill 1991 , Harris 2011 , Hong and O'Sullivan 2014 . Most indices are judged non-spatial due to their assumption 'that segregation can be measured without regard to the spatial pattern of [for example] white and nonwhite residence in a city' (Duncan and Duncan 1955a, p. 215) . Figure 1 illustrates the issue. To obtain 'maximum segregation', it does not matter how many cells are shaded black nor how many white, provided there is at least one of each. Equally, it does not matter whether cells of the same colour cluster together or not. In each case, the dissimilarity index reaches its maximumcorrectly so in the sense that the white and black populations do not share a grid cell and are therefore fully separated. However, the spatial patterning clearly is not the same in each case. Intuitively, scenario IX has the greatest segregation in that the two groups occupy the same amount of space but are arranged in a way that their distance apart is, on average, maximised.
In response to this geographical shortcoming, spatial measures of segregation have been proposed (Wong 2003 , Dawkins 2004 , Reardon and O'Sullivan 2004 . Of most immediate relevance is a modification to the dissimilarity index proposed by Morrill (1991) :
where w ij are row-column entries in a spatial weights matrix, W. There are many ways the weights matrix could be defined, including by the inverse of the distance between any two neighbourhoods (grid cells in Figure 1 ; census reporting zones for the majority of this paper) or by the length of a shared boundary (Wong 1993) . More simply, contiguity can be employed: places that share a boundary are assigned a weight of 1; those that do not are assigned 0. Given this, recognising that p X ð Þi is the proportion of the relevant population that belongs to group X in location i, and also recognising that where w ij ¼ 1; w ij p X ð Þi À p X ð Þj is the difference in the proportions of X for two adjacent locations, then what the adjustment does is subtract from D the mean difference in proportions for all contiguous neighbourhoods. The logic of the adjustment is described by Morrill:
if a very high proportion of the common boundaries with other tracts show a similarly high or low percent minority [as in pattern IX in Figure 1 ] then D is meaningful as it is, because there are limited opportunities to interact across space; but if a high proportion of the common boundaries show a big minority-majority difference [as in pattern VII], a high degree of opportunity to interact across space is present. (p. 34) Table 1 reports the D(adj) scores for each of the scenarios shown in Figure 1 using a contiguity matrix and considering both the Rook's case, when diagonals are not considered to be neighbours, and the Queen's case, when they are. The bottom line of the table presently should be ignored. An error of interpretation arises for scenario VII in the Rook's case where a zero value is obtained from the spatial adjustment, implying no segregation. This happens because the difference in the proportions is always one between adjacent cells and because the sum of those differences is equal to the sum of the weights. Consequently, the numerator and denominator of the adjustment term are equal (in Equation (4)), yielding D adj ð Þ ¼ D À 1 ¼ 1 À 1 ¼ 0. However, the circumstance in which this arises is remarkably contrived, requiring a checkerboard arrangement on a regular grid. It is not a realistic real-world scenario.
In other respects, the adjustment acts according to intuition. For example, scenarios I and II have greater clustering of the black group than do III and IV and their index scores now reflect it. The degree of clustering is the same in I and II and their adjusted scores are equal. The actual location of the cluster is not the same in both I and II; however, the score is invariant to that change (as it is also to the locational differences of III vs. IV or V vs. VI). In comparison to IX, scenarios VII and VIII have the black group distributed widely across the study region and this leads to a much lower adjusted score.
Hong and O'Sullivan (2014) cite the adjusted dissimilarity index as an example of what they call a zone-based approach. This they contrast with a surface-based approach that treats the measurement at location i as part of a continuous surface of values changing all across the study region and not just at the boundaries of neighbourhood zones. Interpolation techniques are employed to model these surfaces with parallels between this approach and geographically weighted statistics : both create localised statistics based on comparing a location with other locations around it, and both view space as a continuous field rather than a tessellation of discrete zonal objects.
As an example of a surface-based approach and within a wider exposition of spatial measures of segregation, Reardon and O'Sullivan (2004) outline what they describe as a spatial dissimilarity index, for which readers are referred to Equation (12) of their paper. That index is interpreted 'as a measure of how different the composition of individuals' local environments are, on average, from the composition of the population as a whole' (p. 141). Implicit to a surface-based approach is the idea that levels of segregation vary smoothly (therefore continuously) across the study region. Others have taken the opposite view, treating segregation as a spatial discontinuity/disparity between neighbouring locations (Chakravorty 1996 , Harris 2014 , Mitchell and Lee 2014 . A further approach exploring the spatial properties of segregation is by measurement at multiple scales (Lee et al. 2008 , Lloyd 2012 .
The measurement of segregation as a spatial optimisation problem
In addition to the modifications to the dissimilarity index discussed above, there has been periodic interest in treating the measurement of segregation as an optimisation problem. The task is then to determine the average distance members of a population group would need to travel to achieve 'no segregation' (Jakubs 1981 , Morgan 1983 , Waldorf 1993 ). The idea works by decomposing the index of dissimilarity (or some related index) into its component parts, Table 1 . Measures of dissimilarity obtained under the different spatial configurations shown in Figure 1 . Scenario  I  II  III  IV  V  VI  VII  VIII 
The numeric subscripts (1, 2, etc.) each represent a location, and at each location there will be a surplus (Sp) or deficit (Df) in the share of population group X relative to Y:
Given a cost matrix where the penalty is the Euclidean distance from any one location to another, the least cost (minimum distance) solution is determined, that, by moving the minority population, X, from one location to another would give a dissimilarity score of zero. This least-cost solution, D MIN , is determined using linear programming and by solving with direct analogy to the transportation problem (Monge 1781).
Following Jakubs (1981) , the problem formally is specified as follows. The origins, O i , are the locations with a surplus of the group:
and the destinations, D i , are those with a deficit:
The task is to minimise
where X ij is the number of group X that would have to move from location i to j to produce a dissimilarity index score of zero, and c ij indicates the cost of doing so (which is the distance), subject to
Having determined D MIN , a concern of earlier writers was how to convert it into an index value ranging between 0 and 1. Their solution was to compare the distance with the value obtained under some hypothetical scenario of maximum segregation: when, for example, the entire population group X is assigned to the most remote locations from Y. This has the drawback of being computationally demanding: not only must the minimum distance be determined twice (once for the actual population distribution, the second for the hypothetical distribution) some sort of population reallocation algorithm is required to construct the maximum segregation circumstance.
In any case, the least distance solution offers a readily interpretable value without conversion to an index score. Dividing the distance by N X gives the average distance a member of group X would have to travel to achieve 'no segregation'. A problem is that the average distance is affected by the geography of the study region. It is expected to be higher in regions where the distances between the locations are greaterfor example, more so in rural areas than in cities, or in suburban areas than in areas of high-density housing (because census tracts are generally smaller in areas where the population density is greater).
There are three responses to this problem. A potential option is to calculate the mean distance between the census tracts (e.g. the mean inter-centroid distance) and divide D MIN =N X by it. That would act to 'standardise' the measure with consideration to how far the zones are apart. A second possibility would be to replace the Euclidean distances with nearest neighbour distances (distance to the first nearest neighbour is 1, to the second, 2, and so forth). That is not pursued here although initial testing showed the optimisation score remains affected by the spatial configuration of the study region: more compact shapes have more accessible neighbours whether distances are measured using a Euclidean or nearest neighbour metric. A third possibility is to concede that different study regions are not directly comparable, although any study region can be compared with itself over time. That is the approach used here where the focus is on a single-study region, with a fixed boundary, and where the aim is not to compare different places on one occasion but one place for three occasions -London in 1991, 2001 and 2011. It may be noted that even with conventional segregation indices the comparison of different study regions (e.g. local authorities, government regions or cities) is far from straightforward when those places come in different shapes and sizes, some bigger, some smaller, some with high population densities, and some with low, which means the places are not directly comparable especially when the indices are sensitive to those differences (Wong 1997) .
A separate issue is what the distance-based index of dissimilarity is measuring. In their seminal paper on the dimensions of residential segregation, Massey and Denton (1988) categorise the optimisation value (in index form) under the dimension of clustering. Their other dimensions are evenness (which the standard dissimilarity index is said to measure), exposure, concentration and centralisation.
The categorisation is correct only in part. To see why, look again at Table 1 where the bottom row provides the average distance measure, D op ð Þ ¼ D MIN =N X , calculated for each of the spatial arrangements shown in Figure 1 . For the calculations, it is assumed that the white and black populations are spread evenly across all the grid cells where they have a presence (i.e. x i =N X is a constant for all cells where x i > 0, the black shaded cells, and y i =N Y also is a constant where y i > 0, the white shaded cells). Like the spatially adjusted measure, D(op) regards scenario IX as having greater segregation than VII, and both more so than VI. That fits with intuition. However, unlike the spatially adjusted measure, D(op) is sensitive to where the clusters are located: the value for II is greater than for I because the clusters are further from the centre; IV yields a greater value than III for the same reason.
It might be suggested therefore that D(op) is a measure of (de-)centralisation, rising in value the less central the clustering is. However, the truth is subtler than that. Notice, for example, that scenario I has a more centralised pattern than scenario III but a higher D(op) score. Scenarios V and VI have the same score but the former is more centralised. What D(op) actually measures is accessibilityhow easily (in distance terms) the areas with a surplus share of population group X can be reached from areas with a deficit. In other words, it is a geographical measure of the residential separation of group X from Y. If it is assumed that distance affects contact or interaction, then it is a measure of inter-group exposure.
In fact, Massey and Denton had little opportunity to test the distance-based measure empirically. They write, 'After some initial experimentation […] we discovered that computing costs and machine requirements quickly became prohibitive for large urban areas' (ibid., p. 296). However, it is not really the size of the study area that matters per se but the number of subdivisions within it. Massey and Denton were using census tracts with an average population size of between 3000 and 6000 people for 50 of the largest standard metropolitan areas (SMAs) in the United States, as well as some additional areas. Considering that the population count for New York alone was 7 million in 1980, and that includes neither the population of Newark nor New Jersey which are in the same SMA, then it is not surprising that Massey and Denton found the method to be computationally intractable at the time. Jakub's (1981) proof of concept was limited to testing on an 8 × 8 grid and an application to 183 census tracts in Marion County, Indiana. Morgan's (1983) implementation was tested on a 16 × 16 grid and applied to a study of 354 tracts in Philadelphia. To the best of the current author's knowledge, the method has never before been implemented for a larger number of areas.
Although the computational demands are now less prohibitive, they are not immaterial. To demonstrate this, a regular grid of k cells was generated. Values of X and Y were arranged in a checkerboard pattern with a zero count of Y in every second cell, and a zero count of X in between (giving a dissimilarity index value of one). Non-zero values of X and Y were drawn from a random uniform distribution with minimum zero and maximum 4N =k, where N denotes either N X or N Y and with an expected total of N X = 500,000 for X and N Y = 8,000,000 for Y. The value of k was increased stepwise with values of 36, 144, 256, 484, 676, 1024, 1296, 1764 and 2116. The times taken to solve the optimisation problem are shown in the second column of Table 2 . It takes almost 4 million times longer to determine the answer for 2116 grid cells than for 36, although their number has increased only by a factor of 60. Furthermore, the times to determine a solution are a function of the spatial patterning of the two populations. In the current case, there is the checkerboard pattern of strongly negative spatial autocorrelation. The times sharply increase if the pattern is changed to one of strong positive autocorrelation. To show this, each of the cells was assigned a value of X and Y, where the values were drawn from a random uniform distribution with minimum zero and a maximum of 2N =k (giving the same expected totals as before) and ordered so that the cells closest to the bottom-left corner of the grid received the highest count of X, those furthest away the least, and vice versa for Y. The new times taken for the solutions are in the third column of Table 2 . For the 2116 grid cells, it has increased to 44 min. A standard laptop was used (a 2-year-old MacBook Pro). Morrill (1991, p. 30 ) describes the set-up required to measure segregation as a transportation problem as 'rather tedious'. That, at least, is no longer true. Here the calculations are undertaken in the open-source statistical and computing software, R. The scripts are simple, calling on R's lpSolve library to determine the solution, and the maptools, sp and spdep libraries to handle the spatial data and to calculate the distances matrix. The lpSolve library is an interface to a free linear (integer) programming solver based on the revised simplex method and the branch-and-bound method for the integers (Mitchell 2002) . Full documentation can be found at http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/ No claim is made that this is necessarily the fastest way of solving the optimisation problem. The purpose of this paper is to show only that the distance-based approach to measuring segregation is now a realisable concept for a large city such as London and can be implemented with minimum specialised knowledge, using 'off-the-shelf' libraries in R. Figure 2 ). Each of the minority groups has increased its share of the London population, with the exception of Black Caribbeans who have remained at about 4% of the total. The white population has decreased its share of the total, from 80% in 1991 to 60% in 2011. A part of the decline may be attributed to the introduction of the mixed ethnicity categories. However, even if we subtract from the 1991 white group total the entire number who described themselves as of a mixed white and other ethnicity in 2011, then the decline in the white group share is still from 67% in 1991.
Geographies of ethnicity in London, England
Furthermore, it is not only in relative terms that the white population has declined. There were fewer people of a white ethnicity counted in 2001 than in 1991, and fewer again by 2011. Against an increase in London's total population of 7% from 1991 to 2001, and a further 14% from 2001 to 2011, the number of white population fell by 4% from 1991 to 2001, and by the same amount from 2001 to 2011 (during which the White British population fell by 14%). Each of the other groups shown in Figure 2 have grown in number over the same periods, although the rate of growth is faster from 1991 to 2001 than from 2001 to 2011 (the groups are starting at a lower base in 1991). Overall, the non- Table 2 . Time taken to solve the optimisation problem in R given the number of grid cells, k, and under patterns of strongly negative and strongly positive spatial autocorrelation.
Number of grid cells, k
Strong negative spatial autocorrelation white population count has increased by 144% from 1991 to 2011 in London. It was 1.35 million in 1991 and 3.29 million in 2011. Figure 3 maps the geography of non-white population for London from 1991 to 2011. Specifically, it maps the percentage of the residential population in London neighbourhoods that classified themselves of an ethnic group other than white in the 1991, 2001 and 2011 UK Censuses. The neighbourhoods are the 2011 lower level super output areas (LLOAs), of which there are 4800 with a mean average population of 1690 persons (median 1654, interquartile range from 1530 to 1817, full range from 985 to 4933).
LLOAs are the second tier census geography in England and Wales. They are aggregates of the finer scale output areas (OAs) and are used here for two reasons. First, to provide a consistent geography. Between 1991 and 2001, the census geography for England and Wales was redesigned with what were then called enumeration districts (ED) completely redrawn as OAs, and super output areas introduced for the first time. Although there has been less change between 2001 and 2011, some OAs have been split or merged according to local population change. Consequently, the greatest change to OAs occurs in the places of most demographic interest, where population change is greatest. To estimate the LLOA population counts for each census, the finest scale ED/ OA data have been aggregated into the 2011 LLOA geography by a point-in-polygon assignment, where the point is the small area centroid.
The second reason for choosing LLOAs is computational. Table 2 shows how the time taken to solve the optimisation problem scales poorly with the number of areal units, k. Using LLOAs for London gives k ffi 4800. Choosing OAs would give k ffi 25000. Figure 3 suggests that the non-white groups are spreading out over larger areas of London. Certainly they form a rising percentage of the residential population in most London neighbourhoods over the 20-year period. Overall, 97% of LLOAs had a greater percentage of non-white population by 2011 than in 1991. The mean increase is 19 percentage points, with an average of 40% of the local population being of a group other than white by 2011. The raised percentages could be driven by the decline of the white population not because the non-white groups are themselves becoming more spread out. However, direct evidence for the geographical de-concentration of the non-white groups is provided in Figure 4 . It gives what are known as concentration profiles (Johnston et al. 2003) , showing, for example, that if we rank LLOAs from highest to lowest in regard to the percentage of their population who are Bangladeshi, then 70% of London's entire Bangladeshi population are located in less than 20% of its neighbourhoods and 95% are located in just 40% of all neighbourhoods in 2011. By contrast, the Black African group is more geographically spread: 70% of their population is found in about 30% of neighbourhoods. Note that the values increase downwards along the vertical axes. This allows the charts to be arranged so that the higher the curve, the greater the geographical concentration. That the white population is shown to be least concentrated (most spread out) is hardly surprising; it is the largest group. Note that for most groups the level of geographical concentration has decreased from 1991 to 2001, and again from 2001 to 2011 (the curve is moving downwards). The exception is the white group who are becoming more concentrated in particular neighbourhoods. Table 3 provides the values of the dissimilarity index and its spatial variants for each of the six ethnic groups included in Figure 4 , calculated for London using the 1991 London using the , 2001 London using the and 2011 Census data at the LLOA scale. The values are calculated where X is the ethnic group named in the column headings and where Y is the remainder of the population (i.e. the version of D described by Equation (2)). D(adj) is calculated using contiguity matrices and the Queen's case definition of neighbouring. D(op) requires the distances between LLOAs to be known. Their inter-centroid distances are used.
Applying the D, D(adj) and D(op) measures to London
Generally, the three dissimilarity measures are correlated strongly with each other. The Pearson's correlations in Table 4 are obtained by pooling together the D scores for all groups and all years, and doing the same for the D(adj) and D(op) scores. The log of D(op) is taken because the distance measure is skewed (its upper bound is limited only by the size of the study region). The correlation between the conventional dissimilarity index and the spatially adjusted version is especially strongalmost perfectsuggesting that although D may not be a true spatial measure of segregation it nevertheless performs well in the real-world example of London.
The correlation between the two spatial measures, D(adj) and D(op), is high but not as great, suggesting that there is greater differentiation in what they measure. Regressing log e D(op) against D(adj) and looking at the residuals permits the occasions to be determined when D(adj) most under-predicts, most over-predicts and when it best fits D(op). Those occasions are, respectively, the Indian group in 2011, the Pakistani group in 1991 and the Bangladeshi group in 1991. Figure 5 maps the residential geography of those groups in the years concerned. In the case of log e D(op) being under-predicted, the situation is similar to II in Figure 1 , albeit with more than one cluster. Crucially, these clusters of Indians are towards the edge of the study region, raising the distance metric. In the example of over-predication, the situation is more akin to the hypothetical scenarios V and VIthe clusters of Pakistanis are distributed in relatively accessible locations (and the clusters are less pronounced). In the best-fit case, there is a relatively small cluster of Bangladeshis, located towards the centre of the study region, which is, by definition, of average accessibility.
Recall that D is said to measure unevenness, D(adj) spatial clustering and D(op) is a measure of inter-group exposure (within the boundaries of the London region). On each of these dimensions, the overall trend is one of decreasing ethnic segregation within London, which is consistent with the findings of other studies (Catney 2013 , Johnston et al. 2015 , Harris 2014a . A slight exception to the trend is the Pakistani group, which appears to be a little more segregated in 2011 than in 2001 but still less so than in 1991. On the optimisation measure, the Bangladeshi group is unusual in being the only group for which the distance has increased in value at each successive census. Yet the D and D(adj) values have decreased for this group over the same period, as has the concentration profile. A logical explanation is that the group has expanded into neighbourhoods that are towards the edge of London. Figure 6 confirms that to be correct. It shows the population-weighted mean centre of the Bangladeshi group in 1991, 2001 and 2011. The shift is almost 1 km eastwards, on average over the period, with the Bangladeshis forming an increasing percentage of the residential population of northeast London. In the case of the white group, we cannot ignore their decreased number in London or that those who remain are more concentrated in particular neighbourhoods than they were before. We may suspect that the decreasing segregation scores are caused by other ethnic groups moving into areas where the number of the population classified as white, and especially White British, is declining: a process that creates more mixed neighbourhoods in London. Notwithstanding its changing ethnic composition, it remains the case that London's residential population is less ethically segregated than it was. 
Conclusions
This paper has revisited a literature that treats the measurement of segregation as an optimisation problem. It has applied the method to look at residential segregation in London, by ethnicity, over three successive censuses. It has been implemented in the open-source software, R.
There are two sets of conclusions, one socio-demographic, the other methodological. With regard to the former, the overwhelming evidence is that ethnic segregation has declined in London over the 20-year period to 2011. Three factors have driven this: the growth in number of the 'minority' population groups, their spreading out across the city but also the decline and spatial retrenchment of the white population, notably the White British. The net result is more mixed neighbourhoods albeit with a lower prevalence of the majority (White British) group within the city.
With regard to the latter, this paper has argued that the computational difficulties that all but prohibited the adoption of the optimisation approach in the past have largely passed, although the time taken to determine a solution is not trivial, especially given a large number of data zones and strong patterns of positive spatial autocorrelation. What the approach produces is a measure of accessibility between ethnic groups, given in terms of a distance metric. This metric is sensitive not only to the degree of spatial clustering of population groups but also to where in the study region the clustering is found. This differentiates the optimisation measure from Morrill's spatially adjusted measure (Morrill 1991) . As a consequence of the sensitivity, it would be unwise to use the optimisation approach as a standalone measure of segregation as an interpretive error can arise. It is important to be aware that a rise in its value need not indicate an increase in segregation but could be due to the spreading out of an ethnic group into the more peripheral parts of a city, into neighbourhoods that actually become more mixed.
However, it is equally unwise to focus solely on the conventional dissimilarity index or its spatially adjusted counterpart when considering changing patterns of segregation. Segregation is a multifaceted, spatial process that should not be reduced to a single index or classification (Massey and Denton 1988) . Handled sensitively and used together in conjunction with other contextual information, the three dissimilarity measures outlined in this paper can provide more complete information on changing patterns of (ethnic) segregation within a cityspecifically, information about unevenness, clustering and between group accessibility/exposure.
More generally, what this paper illustrates is the increased tractability of computationally demanding geographical methods of analysis using open-source software. The same software can be used to undertake local methods of analysis, including geographically weighted statistics that also are computationally demanding for large data sets; and it is not restricted to a standalone laptop but can be implemented to run using a server. It is here that the development of software such as R within a cyberinfrastructure can be anticipated, providing a point of entry (e.g. graphical interface) for users who are interested in the analysis but who wish to avoid the scripting, and further reducing the time required to complete the analysis given a suitable server and computing infrastructure.
